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Environmental Accounting is the process of 
planning, collecting, validating, interpreting and 
reporting on your impact on the environment. 
MonitorPro is a comprehensive environmental 
accounting system. 

One of the biggest challenges faced by responsible 
organisations is protecting the environment by 
reducing environmental impacts, meeting increased 
regulatory demands while saving on resources.

Environmental Intelligence to Drive
Business Performance

Powerful, Automated Environmental
Accounting

Using the latest technology, MonitorPro delivers a comprehensive 
view of your environmental performance across all operations. 

 

A Single, Centralised Source for Your Data and Environmental Reporting

A Powerful, Environmental Data Management
Solution, Trusted by Enterprises Worldwide

Environmental Reporting 
Made Easy...

www.ehsdata.com
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Your organisation will be assigned a MonitorPro 
professional account manager to provide a seamless 
implementation. Thereafter their continual support and 
expertise will be available to help you maximise your 
return on investment.

MonitorPro gives peace of mind that you are fully 
compliant with environmental legislation. Configure 
early warning systems with suggested actions in all 
jurisdictions in case of permit breaches.

Be Environmentally Compliant
A powerful environmental data management system 
with incredible flexiblity and scalability. This highly 
configurable solution allows you to shape MonitorPro to 
meet your specific industry and organisational needs.

Highly Configurable Solution

Automate Your Data Collection
Drastically reduce the scope for human error, and 
improve data quality by automating and scheduling 
your environmental data imports into a single point of 
entry. Real-time validation alerts of data errors or 
compliance controls.

Key Account Management
It’s difficult to tell stories through numbers, so drive 
your environmental performance with MonitorPro’s 
compelling and interactive graphical interface. 
Plan, manage and report strategic data easily and 
effortlessy.

Professional Data Visuals & Dashboards 

Seamlessly Import or 
Email Data Directly to 
MonitorPro from
the Field

Powerful Satellite
Imagery Technologies inc.
Google & Sentinel Mapping

Software as a Service (SaaS) 
A hassle free option to access MonitorPro through the 
internet at any time. The software is automatically 
updated which eliminates the need for costly internal 
hosting and administration. Locally hosted solutions are 
also available.
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After reviewing the market, we invested in MonitorPro due to the data automation engines, the 
multi-lingual browser interface and ease of use. We’re well supported via our account manager.
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